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EAT YOUR WAY AROUND THE WORLD, 12 DISHES AT A TIME
Introducing the first two books in a new culinary travel series entitled IN 12 DISHES. These unique guides are
sumptuously photographed and chock-a-block with invaluable information. These books are the ultimate, pocketable
companion for the travelling food lover, helping them cut to the chase, culinarily speaking. Made for the food-lover, by
two food-lovers, these books are for visitors who want a reliable entrée into local dining, without having to waste time.
They’re for when you want authentic food experiences and to rub shoulders with locals. Focused squarely on the
cuisine of each city, these books are structured around 12 iconic dishes, with information that guides you to places
where they can easily be found.
However, the books don’t stop at just those 12 dishes. Restaurants listed represent much more than these essential
bites - they are starting points for one’s own culinary finds. Plus, each book includes foodie shopping guides, bar
listings, dining tips from well-known locals, where to find food streets and more.
Shanghai in 12 Dishes is structured around iconic Shanghainese dishes such as shēng jiān bāo (pan-fried pork buns),
xiǎo lóng bāo (soup dumplings), crab-braised tofu and red-cooked pork, and information on where to find them.
There’s also an itinerary for a day trip to Suzhou, a listing of bars with views and dining tips from a Chinese celebrity
chef.
Ho Chi Minh City in 12 Dishes highlights dishes such as phở (soup noodles), bánh mí (baguette sandwich), bánh xèo
(sizzling pancake) and barbecue among the essential dozen. As well, there’s info on HCMC’s other soup noodle dishes
and advice on what to eat in frantic Cholon. There’s the low-down on Vietnamese coffee and where to get a good one.
Plus, celebrity chef and HCMC resident Luke Nguyen spills the beans on where he likes to dine in town. Addresses are
in Vietnamese for ease of travel, and everything is gorgeously photographed, so you know exactly what you’re aiming
for. FEATURES OF EACH BOOK INCLUDE
• Easy-to-navigate with colour photography throughout
• A handy map, with major landmarks and restaurant locations
• Addresses in local language, for ease of on-the-ground use
• Pocketable, exceptional value and has user-friendly content
• Restaurants for all budgets, with an emphasis on affordable options
• Listings put the traveller in the thick of local-style dining
• Handy foodie gift guide
Leanne Kitchen is one of Australia’s most respected travel and food writers. Antony Suvalko is a foodie-centric
technology geek and digital media specialist.
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